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He added: "Sometimes you may prefer NTU 

Campaign message to some solitude or need to spend some time 
alone to reflect, or you are simply not in 'Am 
the mood to interact. 

"But seeing someone alone does not 
SMU 4/50 

mean that the person is lonely or has a NUS 1950 
problem." chew on: OK to eat alone Dr Ang, 55, feels that how concerned NTU 
one is with eatingalone depends on his or 
her level of emotional maturity. 

L 
Top three responses given bj 

Said Dr Ang: "It takes a lot of maturity undergraduates a t  the three 
to say that 'I don't care, I am not both- universities: 
ered by what people say of me'. 

any of the university's canteens on Jan aware that eating alone was an issue to be "The more mature you are, the more NUS l-lndergrads start 19. Each T-shirt costs $8. concerned about. comfortable you are with eating alone." 
"We want to make a statement that One of them, Ms Lim Yan Han, a So far, more than 30 people have or- to people who eat alone are not geeks or h- third-year NUS psychology major, eats dered the T-shbts for the campaign, 

ers," said Mr Tan, a final-year student alone on campus once a week as she feels while more than 120 people have indicat- fear of dining "lo from the School of Engineering. 
is not alone 

it is more convenient ed on Facebook that 2 1 d m  want to seen as a lorer 
The idea for the campaign came aboht to do so. + they will take part in It,s boring 1 BY MELISSA LIN after Mr Heng noticed that he had to ac- "I didn't think the event. 

company friends for meals because they there was a stigma at- But the campaign 
ON DAYS when National university of felt too shy to eat alone. He claimed to tached to it. people RAISING AWARENESS has also drawn some 
Singapore (NUS) psychology major Agap- have received weird looks whenever he have various reasons flak from students 
era Chor cannot find a friend to eat with, had solo meals in the canteens. for eating alone, so I "The event is not about who asked if it 
she will just skip a meal or buy a sand- "We wanted to provide people'who are don't think it's right 
wich and eat on the go. afraid of eating alone a platform to try eat- to judge them. promoting isolation, but ~ _ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a a ~ ~ -  waR ror f*ndr to eat with 

She has never eaten alone in the can- ing alone, and also to let them know that "Some people raising awareness that it In response, Mr 
teen in her three years at the university. eating alone is not as frightening as they have CCAs or lessons is OK to eat alone. Heng said: "The 
"I find it uncomfortable eating alone," think. that end at odd tim- event is not about 
said the 21-year-old. "After all, you wouldn't know that un- ings like 4pm, and Otherwise it would have promoting isolation, 

Ms Chor is hardly the only one who less you try it yourself," the final-year it's not lunch hour so been an 'I love to eat but raising aware- 
shuns Having a meal alone on campus. psychology major said. they have no one to ness that it is OK to Just eat 
The phenomenon is so pervasive that In a poll of 150 students frdm NUS, eat with," the alone' rather than 'I dare eat alone. Other- 
there is even a n a e  for it: solomangare- Nanyang Technological University (NTU) 21-year-old said. to eat alone' campaign". wise, it would have Pe0d4-I 
phobia, or the fear of eating alone. and Singapore Management University However, the fear been an 'I love to eat 3 Use mY phone Or laptop Ol 

NUS undergraduates Heng Choon (SMU), about half of the respondents of eating alone does NUS undergraduate Heng Chwn Peng alone' rather than 'I listen to music 
Peng and Jude Alphonsus Tan, both 24, from each institution said they try not to exist and there is a dare to eat alone' 
and Sonia Oh Ting Wpn, 20, found this eat alone if they can help it. valid reason for it, campaign." 
sentiment so prevalent on their campus SMU first-year accountancy student said Dr Ang Yong When contacted, 
that they set up a campaign - 'Eating Lee Min Ying was one of those who said Gum, a consultant psychiatrist at Para- an NUS spokesman said: "The 'Eating 
alone in the school canteen' - on social they were not concerned about eating gon Medical Centre. alone in the school canteen' campaign ex- 1 No particular feeling 
networking site Facebook, to raise aware- meals alone. "Certainly, more people are afraid of emplifies the creative and community 2 They are independent, practic; 
ness of this fear and encourage fellow stu- Ms Lee, 19, said: "You just have to eating alone than those who are not. If spirit that can be found in our students." people or just busy 
dents to look past the stigma. take them alone if you don't know any- you eat alone, you give the impression 

Their aim is for at least 100 students one. It's fine and more practical. I don't that you have no friends; you are lonely, H mellinjm@sph.eomsg 3 They look like they have no 

isolated and basically it is a negative im- Additional reporting by Goh Kai Shi, Lim Yi Han f!ends 
to each wear a T-shirt with the words "I see the point in seeking company." 
dare to eat alone" on it and dine alone at Several students polled were also not pression created," he said. and Neo Wen Tong ST FILE PHOTOS GRAPHICS: LIM VONG 
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